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EnJt,(_que Pantoja, M.V., (JU,gh;t:), ad­
mbr..u hMi "No-Doze" c.eJL;ti,6ic.a:te 6oJt 
teac.h{ng exc.eil.enc.e, pJtuen.ted by 
Cta.-0-6 ofi '8Z PJtuiden.t PJtuton Rfoh­
mond. 
1982 In Recognition of the Graduation of the Class of 1982 
RobeJtt Jewett, M. V., ac.ted M ma.-OteJt ofi c.eJtemoniu fioJt the 198Z Rec.ognition 
CeJtemony, hud thMi yeaJt on the FoundeJt-6 QuadJta.ngle on the UniveJt-6ily c.am­
PM. A bJU,gh;t: -6un -6hone on the -6tuden.t-6 in honoJt 06 the -6peUal oc.c.Mion. 
Seventy-one members of the Class 
of '82 were recognized during a 
ceremony on the University's 
Founders Quadrangle, Friday, 
June 11. 
Grand Marshall John Lindower, M.D., 
Ph.D., Associate Dean for Academic 
Affairs, called the robed proces­
sional to the platform assisted by 
Student Marshalls Neal Barney, 
Kevin Budke, David Mallory, and 
Richard Milligan. Carl Ferraro, 
Jr., '82, was graduating class 
spokesman. 
Speakers for the occasion included 
WSU President Robert J. Kegerreis, 
Provost John R. Beljan, and Dean 
William Sawyer. Teaching Excellence 
winners David Garvey, Ph.D. (1979), 
John Gillen, M.D. (1980), and 
Enrique Pantoja, M.D. (1982), along 
with honorary member Robert Jewett, 
M.D., acted as the hooding 
committee. 
After each student was hooded and 
congratulated, he or she then signed 
the Registry of Graduates, adding 
the 'M.D." to the signature for the 
first time. 
Stephen Bow, Senior Vice-President, 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, 
received the Appreciation Award from 
Class President Preston Richmond. 
Other honors included the "No-Doze" 
Teaching excellence Award, presented 
to Dr. Pantoja as the faculty mem­
ber displaying "outstanding profes­
sional skill and pride in dischar­
ging his professional duties." 
The Dean's Award, the School's 
most prestigious honor, was pre­
sented to Karin Davies as the stu­
dent who embodies the goals of the 
School and demonstrates integrity, 
good citizenship, and outstanding 
interpersonal relationships with 
peers, patients, and the community. 
The PICO Award was awarded to Judith 
Glaser as the graduate exemplifying 
good doctor-patient relations during 
the clinical experiences. 
The Upjohn Award was awarded to 
Preston Richmond as the graduate 
making the most significant contri­
bution to medicine in overall per­
formance during the clinical years. 
The Mental Health Association of 
Ohio, Inc., award was awarded to 
Michael Hill for excellence in the 
study of Psychiatry. 
Alan McGee received the Henry J. 
Kaiser Foundation Merit Award as 
the minority graduate attaining 
outstanding professional excellence. 
A reception honoring the graduates 
was held in the University Center 
for the hundreds of guests who 
attended this special recognition 
ceremony. 
(Continued, p. Z) 
Oath 
I do solemnly swear, by whatsoever I hold most sacred: 
That I will be loyal to the profession of medicine and just and generous to its 
members; 
That I will lead my life and practice my profession in uprightness and honor; 
That into whatsoever house I shall enter, it shall be for the good of the sick to the 
utmost of my power, holding myself far aloof from wrong, from corruption, from the 
tempting of others to vice; 
That I will exercise my profession solely for the cure of my patients, and will give no 
drug, perform no operation, for a criminal purpose even if solicited; far less 
suggest it. 
That whatsoever I shall see or hear of the lives of men which is not fitting to be 
spoken, I will keep inviolably secret. These things do I swear. 
And now, should I be true to this, my oath, may prosperity and good repute be ever 
mine; the opposite, should I prove myself forsworn. 
The oa.:th WM Wtr.)X;ten by the C.la..6~ 06 7987 0on ill nec.ogvU;tion c.enemony and 
WM Jtepea.:ted by thb.i yean' ~ gnadua.:ting c.i.a,M du.Jc.)_ng the c.enemony and a.:t 
Commenc.ement. 
Vn. Lo~ CooQ w~ 6on the magic. 
moment to ~tant the pnoc.u~ion on 
ill way. Vean Bill Sawyen (tight) 
and Pnuident Robent Kegenn~ 
waJ.X pa.:tienily. 
Teac.hlng Exc.eilenc.e winnen Vavid Ganvey (tight), ~dec.ted by the C.la..6~ 06 
'8Z in 7979, ob~envu M Ted Wenau ~ig~ the Reg~t!ty 06 Gnadua.:tu, 
~ing hb.i "M. V." non the 6fut time. 
Stephen Bow (tight), Senion Vic.e­
Pnuident, Met!topolitan U6e I~un­
anc.e Company, nec.eived the Appnec.ia­
tion Awand 0nom ClM~ Pnuident 
Pnuton Ric.hmond. 
Signing the Reg~t!ty 06 Gnadua.:tu ~ pant 06 the hooding c.enemony. The 
Reg~t!ty pnovidu a p~ona.Li.zed nee.and 06 the Sc.hool'~ gnadua.:tu. 
Pnuident Kegenn~ and Pnovo~t 
John Beljan neview the pnognam. 
(Continued, p. 3) 
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Alumni Host Medicine Ball June 11 , Continued 

Ahnold Allen, M.V., ~how~ WSU ThUli­
tee Fhed Young the 6ine poi~ 06 
ac..ade.mic.. hobing.
More than 300 faculty and staff, 
students, and friends joined for a 
champagne reception, dinner, and 
dancing at the Third Annual Medicine 
Ball held on June 10 and hosted by 
School of Medicine Alumni. 
Planned as part of the commence­
ment celebrations, the Medicine 
Ball was organized by a committee 
chaired by Sherry Stanley, M.D., 
Class of 1980, and made possible 
by contributions from generous friends. 
Members of the Class of 1982 
attended as honored guests of the 
alumni. 
Plans are underway to organize the 
150 alumni and to develop events 
and activities to maintain open 
communication. Pat Moran, Director 
of University Alumni Affairs, is 
assisting the group in this organi­
zational process. Membership infor­
mation will be mailed soon. 
Student Calendar Gets ''Thirteenth Month'' 

July 6 to July 30 was start-up time 
for the newest educational design 
in School of Medicine's clerkship­
period curriculum. 
Termed the "thirteenth month," the 
conference brought students to­
gether in full-class sessions at 
the Dayton Veterans Administra­
tion 1 s new education facility, to 
hear case reviews and commentaries 
on the current state of the art in 
health care. 
The schedule provided specialty 
information presented by a team of 
medical experts in a program called 
"The Scientific Basis of Medicine." 
Topics and leaders included the 
following: 
o The Immunologically 
Compromised Patient 
-William D. Sawyer, M.D. 
o Pain Control/Pancoast 
Syndrome 









-Sidney F. Miller, M.D. 

o Neurological Disease/ 
Myasthenia gravis 

-Samuel E. Pitner, M.D. 

o Infectious Disease 
-James W. Funkhouser, M.D. 
o Diabetes Mellitus 
-Maurice D. Kogut, M.D. 
Area physicians received Continuing 
Medical Education credit for 
attending these in-depth sessions. 
The result of considerable design 
and planning, the "thirteenth month" 
responds to students' educational 
and individual assessment needs 
while making maximum use of avail ­
able teaching faculty. Previously, 
plenary sessions in clinical pharm­
acology, radiology, physicial medi­
cine, ophthalmology, otolaryngology, 
and medicine sessions interrupted 
the clerkship experiences. 
The "thirteenth month" reunited the 
class and integrated clinical 
learning following the formative 
clerkship experiences. This new 
strategy is expected to provide a 
solid conceptual base for the pro­
fessional refinement of the subse­
quent Year IV selective period. 
Also, the association in class ses­
sions with practicing physicians 
provided a new kind of learning in­
centive as a fitting conclusion for 
the undergraduate medical education 
1 program. 
Vavid Feldeh, ClaM 06 '82, ~hM~ 
a c..elebhation toMt wilh a ~peual 
6tiend. 
ClM~ 06 '8 3 Vic..e-Ph~ident Vavid 
MaUohlf [in white hobe) WM a ~tu­
dent m~haU 6oh the June 11 c..ehe­
mony. Otheh m~h~ Wehe Neal 
BMney, Kevin Budke, and Ric..hMd 
Milligan, aU 6hom the c~~ o6'83. 
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Cancer Activities Office 
Looks to the Future 
Cha!U'..e.n.e. Lu.c.ia.vU. b.i .6uJUtou.n.de.d by Re..6 ouJtc.e. G!Ude..6 6o/t c.a.n.c.e.Jt pa,Ue.n;U a.n.d 
phy.6ic.ia.M. V!t. John. Un.dowe.Jt, M.V., Ph.D. (iMe.t), b.i the. n.e.wC001tdin.a.­
to1t 06 the. Ca.n.c.e.Jt Ac..tivi.tie..6 066ic.e.. 
After only three years of service 
to southwest Ohio and a long list 
of credits and accomplishments, the 
WSU Ganeer Activities Office looks 
to 1983 for new opportunities. 
Charlene Luciani, Assistant Coor­
dinator for the Office, has devel­
oped educational programs and pub­
lications geared to the community 
and area health care practitioners. 
Now, assisted by John Lindower, 
M.D., Ph.D., the Cancer Office 
hopes to expand its services to 
younger citizens. 
Dr. Lindower, recently named Asso­
ciate Dean for Academic Affairs, 
will assume administrative direc­
tion of the Cancer Office and act 
as chairman of the Ad Hoc Cancer 
Education Committee. A member of 
the School of Medicine's faculty as 
Chairman and Professor in the De­
partment of Pharmacology and Toxi­
cology, Dr. Lindower was Associate 
Dean for Curricular Affairs before 
being named to this new post as 
Academic Dean. 
The Cancer Activities Office 
already has had a far-reaching 
effect on the community according 
to the results of a recent impact 
survey completed among consumer 
education seminar participants. 
The Office organized and conducted 
fourteen seminars for lay audiences 
to help them recognize cancer symp­
toms and understand more about the 
care and treatment of breast can­
cer, colon cancer, and lung cancer. 
"Estrogen, Should I or Shouldn't I?" 
a seminar for women, was held in a 
number of towns and helped women 
make personal, informed decisions 
about benefits and supposed risks. 
A traveling tumor board, supported 
by the Cancer Office, meets regu­
larly at area hospitals. This 
group of health professionals and 
physicians meets once a month to 
provide outreach professional edu­
cation, discuss new information 
about cancer treatment and its con­
trol, and to consult with local 
physicians about individual patient 
care. 
WSU's Cancer Center was the first 
center in the region to complete 
Resource Guides for users in its 
eight county service area. The 
Guide, available free of charge to 
patients as well as physicians, 
contains easy-to-find, well-indexed 
information about volunteer pro­
grams, emergency services, nursing 
care, continuing care, homemaking 
services, and child care. Other 
sections contain information about 
financial assistance, counseling, 
legal aid, rehabilitative services, 
supplies, and equipment. Helpful to 
patients and professionals alike, 
the Guides are designed to prevent 
duplication of resources in cancer 
treatment and patient care while 
providing up-to-date, coordinated 
information for its users. 
A smoking program called "Up In 
Smoke" will begin in elementary 
schools soon. The program is 
designed to inform young children 
about the immediately apparent 
physiological changes caused by 
smoking. Developed through a sub­
committee on smoking of the Cancer 
Control Consortium of Ohio and 
funded by a ceca grant, the program 
includes consultative visits to 
area schools and demonstrations of 
the effects of a single cigarette 
on the smoker. Biomedical instru­
mentation to be used in provtding 
visual demonstrations includes a 
pulse-rate monitor, hand steadiness 
indicators, digital thermometers, 
and respiration analyzers. 
Role playing, films, poster con­
tests, and peer pressure will be 
integral parts of the awareness 
program. "Up In Smoke" representa­
tives will visit participating 
schools one day each week during 
the nine-week program, to carry out 
pre-program and post-program test­
ing. A computerized test program 
is being evaluated and may be 
instituted to assist children having 
reading or comprehension difficul­
ties. 
A previous study conducted at the 
seventh and eighth grade levels 
showed approximately fifty percent of 
the children were already smokers. 
Based on the fact that nicotine is 
an addictive drug, harmful to its 
users, the program's implementors 
hope to increase children's aware­
ness and decrease cigarette usage 
at _this young level. 
A questionnaire, to be used in the 
program's pre-testing, includes an 
attitude survey for young partici­
pants to determine the strength of 
their beliefs on a scale of one to 
five, about such comments as "A 
person who is smart never starts to 
smoke in the first place" and 
''People who care for me should quit 
smoking." 
A multiple choice "quiz" asks its 
readers to respond to such ques­
t ions as ''Which of the following 
things that people do contribute to 
illness?" 
1. Not exercising 
2. Smoking 
3. Abusing alcohol 
4. Worrying a lot 
5. I don't know 
On a broader scale, the Cancer 
Activities Office provides a means 
of communicating with area oncol­
ogists, health care professionals, 
and citizens through its quarterly 
publication ·~ancer Scope." Meet­
ing announcements, research news, 
and cancer issues--both reprints 
and new information--are included 
in this eight-page publication, 
mailed free of charge to its 
readers. 
The Cancer Activities Office, 
Wright State University, is located 
at Greene Memorial Hospital, Xenia, 
Ohio 45385, a School of Medicine 
affiliate. 
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Radiology to Have 
Student Award 
Enrique Pantoja, M.D., Chairman and 
Professor, Radiological Sciences 
(right) and Dean Sawyer proudly 
show the W.C. Roentgen Award, 
designed to recognize students who 
demonstrate excellence in the study 
of radiology. 
The plaque, created by Dr. Pantoja 
and fabricated by Dayton Stencil, 
shows a hand lifting the first 
radiograph from a developing tank. 
The radiograph is a reproduction of 
the first x-ray of Prof. Roentgen's 
wife's hand, x-rayed in 1895. The 
photo used to produce the plaque 
was provided by the Deutsches 
Roentgen Museum in Germany where 
the original x-ray is preserved. 
Excellence award recipients will be 
announced at the September 
Convocation. 




MaJLy Ann Ho66man, M.A., ha.6 
been named Ac,t{_ng Libnafl)_an 
6on the WSU Health Suenc.e_,t, 
LibnaJLy. Agnadu..ate 06 the 
Uri.{,ve.JLOily 06 Lo~ville, MM. 
Ho66man nec.e.J..ved hen M.A. de­
gnee 6Ji.om Wfl.ight State. She 
WM pneviow.,ly Libnafl.ian at 
St. Elizabeth MediMl Centen 
and if.i an ac,t{_ve memben 06 the 
Medic.al LibnaJLy AM ouation. 
MM. Ho66man ha1.i been a mem­
ben 06 the LibJi.aJLy' ~ admin.J.,­
~.t.native ~.t.a66 ~inc.e 7979. 
In Student Circles 

Student Researcher 
is Active Professional 
Ken Klein, Ph.D., Class of '83, 
attended the Twentieth Annual Meet­
ing of the Teratology Society, June 
6-10, in French Lick, Indiana. He 
was also selected to participate in 
the Human Genetics elective for two 
months at the National Institutes 
of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, dur­
ing January and February, 1983. 
Dr. Klein's research data have been 
accepted for publication in the 
following professional journals: 
"Aspirin Induced Polydactyly in 
Rats Mediated by the Inhibition of 
Prostaglandin Synthesis" (co­
authored with W.J. Scott) in Cult­
ure Techniques - Proceedings of 
the 5th Symposium in Prenatal 
Development; "Aspirin-Induced 
Psychoteratogenesis in Rats as a 
Function of Embryonic Age" (co­
authored with C.V. Vorhees and W.J. 
Scott) in Teratogenesis, Mutagene­
sis, and Carcinogenesis 2:77-84, 
1982; and Review: Pathogenesis of 
Pre-axial Polydactyly" (co-authored 
by W.J. Scott and L.D. Wise) in 
Congenital Anomalies, 21:441-445, 
1981. 
Student Committee Plans 
Community Projects 
David C. Romano, Class of '84, 
chaired this year's Community 
Involvement Committee, the group of 
medical students organized to share 
their educational experiences with 
interested high school and college 
students. The Committee, developed 
in 1980 by Scott Van Valkenburg, 
Class of '84, permits young people 
to learn first-hand about medical 
school from medical students. 
This year the Committee met and 
talked with students from eight 
area schools including North 
Springfield, Bellbrook, Beaver­
creek, Patterson Co-op, Belmont, 
Franklin Elementary, University of 
Dayton Health Sciences Club, and 
Wright State University Pre-med 
Society. 
Tony Wheeler, Class of '85, 1982-83 
chairman, plans for the Committee 
to meet with even more students 
next year. Community projects 
being considered by the volunteers 
include community blood pressure 
checks, campus blood drives, and 
work with health services agencies. 
Aerospace Residents, Faculty Honored 

Five members of the Wright State 
School of Medicine's Aerospace Res­
idency Program were award winners 
during the 53rd Annual Scientific 
Meeting of the Aerospace Medical 
Association in May. 
James Logan, M.D., graduate 
resident, won the Julian E. Ward 
Memorial Award for outstanding 
achievement during aerospace medi­
cine residency training. Dr. Logan 
was also cited by Astronaut Gordon 
Fullerton for providing biomedical 
assistance during the STS-3 shuttle 
flight. 
Robin Dodge, M.D., second year 
resident, in conjunction with for­
mer resident Thomas Kinaszczuk, 
M.D., won the Ross McFarland Award 
for the best paper presented by 
residents at the meeting. The pre­
sentation was entitled "Safety 
Attitudes of a General Aviation 
Pilot Population." 
Three clinical faculty members of 
the Department of Community Medi­
cine, parent department of the 
aerospace program, won major asso­
ciation awards. Honored were 
Charles Berry, M.D., Clinical Pro­
fessor, who received the Theodore 
Lyster Award; Charles Winget, Asso­
ciate Clinical Professor, who 
received the Arnold Tuttle Award; 
and G. Wyckliffe Hoffler, M.D., 
Associate Clinical Professor, who 
received the Louis Bauer Founders 
Award. 
Stanley Mohler, M.D., Professor and 
Vice-Chairman, and Director of the 
Aerospace Medicine Residency Pro­
gram, was elected President-Elect 
at the same meeting. He will suc­
ceed to the Presidency at the 
Houston meeting in May 1983. 
The Sc.hoof 06 Mediune'~ Aeno~pac.e 
Re_,t,idenc.y Pnognam if.i the only uvil­
ian p!i.ognam in the nation. Fon in­
6oJi.mation about the pnognam, c.on.t.ac.t 
Vn. Stanley Moh.ten, Vi!i.ec.ton . 
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Steve Bernardon, M.D., 
Two Years Into the Residency 

"My medical career just keeps 
getting better," says Stephen 
Bernardon, Class of 1980 and Wright 
State School of Hedicine's first 
graduate. Steve enrolled at WSU 
after graduating summa cum laude 
from St. Louis University. Due to 
the alphabetical distribution of 
diplomas Steve was first in line at 
commencement and received its first 
medical diploma. 
Then only 21 years old and the 
youngest member of the class whose 
age-average was 28, Steve was often 
teased about his "lack of experi­
ence" by the more "mature" men in 
the School. 
Now, two years after graduation and 
in the second year of his pediatric 
residency, Steve is still the warm 
and friendly person he was in medi­
cal school. Once a little shy but 
now very self-assured, Steve is 
happy with his career choice. 
"I love pediatric medicine, and I'm 
very pleased with Children's 
Hospital. There's always something 
exciting going on." Located in the 
heart of Cincinnati's hospital row, 
Children's Medical Center offers 
Steve the variety of pediatric 
experiences appropriate to his 
needs. 
1982 has been a good year for Steve 
and has proved less stressful than 
last year, the first year of his 
residency. "I tell our patients 
they shouldn't get sick in July 
because that's when the new resi­
dents come in, full of anxiety and 
uncertainty. There is a lot of 
information and knowledge that is 
yet to be tried." Actually, Steve 
seriously believes the residents, 
as a group, are well prepared 
academically for the residency 
experience, and only the clinical 
procedures need to be perfected. 
"Last year was the most exciting 
year of my life, and no question, 
the scariest. I wasn't sure I had 
learned everything I would need to 
know and was anxious about my 
ability to recall the facts in time 
to apply them," he said. "This 
year there's more of everything; 
more patients and much more respon­
sibility. Next year will bring 
even more of the same. 
"I thought I had my hands full last 
year when I was responsible for six 
or eight patients; now I have 
twenty. Also, every fourth night 
I'm in charge of the whole 
hospital! This means I'm respon­
sible for everything that goes on. 
Naturally, I don't do everything 
myself, but it's still an enormous 
obligation. There are patient 
histories, checking on prescribed 
tests, decisions about which 
patients should be admitted--but 
I've learned to trust the judgment 
of others. I depend on the resi­
dents to be as conscientious as I 
would be and trust that they will 
make the right decisions about the 
patients' care." 
Steve also believes that patient 
care is a partnership effort. "It 
has to be," he says. "Here the 
nurses help residents, residents 
help medical students, and everyone 
does what he or she believes to be 
right to give the kids the best 
possible care." 
Steve's ready smile, usually 
accompanied by an embarrassed blush 
in his medical school years, is 
sincere and confident. His 6'2" 
frame, once weighing in at nearly 
300 pounds, is now slim and trim. 
"My medical education increased my 
personal awareness," he explained. 
"I'm not willing to i gnore my own 
body while I'm telling others about 
good health practices. Besides, 
recent research has shown that the 
more intelligent a person is and 
the more education he or she has, 
the more likely he is to stay fit. 
It makes good sense." 
A jogger, Steve runs at least three 
times a week, not for time or dis­
tance but as his own personal 
challenge. "I have twenty or 
twenty-five minutes to exercise," 
he said, "so it's my goal to run as 
far and as fast as I can in the 
limited amount of time available." 
And with the passage of time 
inevitably comes the future. "I'm 
not sure where I'll go after I com­
plete my residency. I could go 
into private pediatrics practice, 
but that's a long and expensive 
commitment. I might join an HMO 
(health maintenance organization) 
or go into pediatrics emergency 
room practice." 
"Pediatrics ER would be my greatest 
interest, but with so few hospitals 
having this facility, I'm limited 
in where I could go. Children's 
Hospital in Dayton is the excep­
tion." Steve is non-commital about 
his future and about returning to 
Dayton where several of his class­
mates are in residency programs. 
When asked for some advice for 
upcoming physicians, Steve was 
happy to share his experience. 
"Learn as much as you can, apply 
yourself, and accept as much 
responsibility as you can get. 
You'll use everything you learn 
in medical school in your resi­
dency. All-in-all, you'll get 
value received for energy 
expended." 
The photographer asked Steve for 
his best "I am a doctor" pose. 
His response fits his image: "I 
don't have one; I want to be 
friends with my patients." 
Alumni News Wanted 
Afwnn{, vie..w1.> avid ivi6oJr..ma.tiovi 
will.. be. i vic.£.ude.d M a. Jte.gui.M 
6e.MUJte. ivi V-Ual.oigM. G!ta.d­
ua,tu a.Jte. ivivUe.d to !.> e.vid a.It­
ticl.u o6 ivite.Jtut to Vi:tal­
1.iigM, WSU School 06 Me.dlcivie. , 





The Laceys are retiring from Fels 
Research Institute and Wright State 
University School of Medicine after 
contributing the equivalent of a 
lifetime to behavioral research 
studies and teachings. 
Beatrice Lacey or "Bea," Acting 
Scientific Director, came to Fels 
as a research associate in 1953 
following her marriage to John 
Lacey in April, 1938. He had 
already completed a major in 
Psychology and graduated "with 
distinction" from Cornell, while 
she worked as a statistician for 
Cornell College of Agriculture. 
John received his Ph.D. in 1941, 
and Bea delayed her graduation 
while John went into the military 
service as a psychologist. 
After eight years of marriage--and 
when the children were old enough 
to be in school all day--Bea 
returned to her studies and the 
laboratory. She began her fulltime 
career in 1953 as a research assis­
tant in the Fels Department of 
Psychophysiology while John was 
occupied as a senior scientist and 
professor of psychophysiology at 
Antioch College. 
Now, they are charting a different 
course after collectively spending 
nearly 65 years in physiological, 
behavioral, neuro-physiological, 
and psychiatric research. The data 
they collected, screened, and 
analyzed, has aided others in their 
discoveries and paved the way for 
even greater accomplishments. 
Francis Waldrop, M.D., Acting 
Director, National Institutes of 
Mental Health, had this to say 
about the Laceys in Conversations 
Between Heart and Brain, published 
in 1978: "their research may tell 
us much about what makes each of us 
a whole person and suggest tech­
niques that can restore a dis­
tressed whole person to health." 
Jerome Kagan, Ph.D., Harvard 
University, recognizes the Laceys as 
"friends, loving partners, and 
exceptionally gifted scientists" in 
a four-page tribute read during a 
retirement celebration on June 23. 
In this he states "I hope that Bea 
and John are gratified by the fact 
that progress being made in studies 
of temperament in children is due, 
in part, to their research." About 
the Laceys and their work at Fels, 
Kagan said: "John and Bea filled 
the Institute with excitement and a 
sense of mission and symbolized 
the Institute's high place in the 
scientific community." 
Frank Falkner, M.D., former 
Scientific Director at Fels and now 
at University of California, 
Berkeley, writes, "Fels, like other 
independent research institutes, 
had some rough times as we became 
recognized and fought to survive. 
Right from the start, however, two 
cardinal things shone out: First, 
John and Bea's science ••• and 
next, something it's difficult to 
describe adequately. It's a real 
pudding of support; contributions 
to important things other than 
science; glorious senses of humor; 
a giggle or two in adversity; and, 
at the purely personal level, the 
development of a close professional 
relationship and an even closer 
friendship, with all that the 
marvelous word conveys." 
A citation, published in the 
January 1977 American Psychologist 
honored the Lacey's research at the 
time the American Psychological 
Association presented them with its 
Distinguished Scientific 
Contribution Award for 1976, "For 
conceptions of autonomic nervous 
system activity that have had an 
explosive impact on research in 
psychophysiology. In wide ranging, 
eloquent, and scholarly papers, 
they have described complicated 
interactions among behavioral, 
autonomic, and central systems. 
Arguing the inadequacy of tradi­
tional views of a unitary activa­
tional system, they have described 
a system with central feedback and 
dissociable subsystems. With 
superb technology and meticulous 
experiments, they have demonstrated 
that complex patterns of autonomic 
response are measurable, character­
istic of individuals, stable across 
years, and predictive of indi­
vidual-environment transactions. 
Few areas of physiology remain 
unaffected by the implications of 
their work." 
In October 1979, Bea was named 
Acting Scientific Director of Fels, 
1 and she and John joined other staff 
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Kagan, Vn. A.ltan BanQfay, and 
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members, Fels Fund Board of 
Trustees, and School of Medicine 
officials in celebrating the Insti­
tute' s fiftieth anniversary. Only 
two years earlier the Institute 
merged with the School of Medicine 
to become a research arm of the 
School, "blending and sharing 
talents, resources, and facil­
ities," according to then School of 
Medicine Dean, John Beljan. 
Wright State University and its 
Board of Trustees honored John this 
year by proclaiming him the first 
"professor emeritus" for the School 
of Medicine and only the third so 
honored in the history of Wright 
State University. Their resolu­
tion, incorporated into the Univer­
sity Board minutes, proclaimed and 
recognized his "distinguished 
service to the University and the 
nation." 
When the celebrations are over, Bea 
and John will make few significant 
changes in their lifestyles. They 
will stay in Yellow Springs, which 
has been their home since their 
arrival in 1946. Their two chil­
dren, son Robert, born in 1946, 
and daughter Carolyn, born in 1949, 
have their own families and careers 
to consider. But for the Laceys, 
their friends are here, the Insti­
tute, although reorganized, will 
maintain office space and volumes 
for data for still future projects. 
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For the Record 

ANATOMY 
The following members of the 
Department of Anatomy presented 
papers at the Ohio Academy of 
Science Meetings, Columbus, Apr. 
24: C. MURRAY BARTLEY, Ph.D., 
Assistant Professor; GARY MCCOY, 
Graduate Student; FRANK NAGY, 
Ph.D., Associate Professor; PAULA 
PENDERGRASS, Ph.D., Assistant 
Professor; LARRY J. REAM, Ph.D., 
Assistant Professor; and JANE N. 
SCOTT, Ph.D., Associate Professor. 
•••DR. BARTLEY, MR. MCCOY, and 
JOSEPH ZAMBERNARD, Ph.D. Professor 
and Chairman, presented "SEM and 
TEM Study of the Hamster Uterine 
Luminal Epithelium Exposed to the 
Cu IUD" at the American Anatomists 
Association, Indianapolis, Apr. 5-8 
•••DAVID GARVEY, Ph.D., SOM Class 
of '84, and NABIL MIGALLY, Ph.D., 
Assistant Professor, presented 
"Suppression of Adrenal Cortical 
Growth and Differentiation in Fetal 
Rats Exposed to Dexamethasone" at 
the same meeting. 
•••DR. REAM presented "Ultra­
structural Observation on the 
Effect of Fluoride Ingestion on 
the Parathyroid Gland of the Rat" 
and "Scanning Electron Microscopy 
of the Rat Femur After Fluoride 
Ingestion" at the 12th Annual 
Conference of the International 
Society for Fluoride Research, 
St. Petersburg Beach, May 16-18. 
•••DR. SCOTT presented "Fetal and 
Placental Development in Spontane­
ously Hypertensive Rats" at the 
Federation of American Societies 
for Experimental Biology meetings, 
New Orleans, Apr. 19-22. 
The following papers were published 
in the Journal of Submicroscopic 
Cytology, 1982: "Fine Structural 
Changes in Pulmonary Veins of 
Chronically Hypoxic Mice," "Glyco­
gen Localization in Pulmonary Vas­
cular Smooth Muscle of Chronically 
Hypoxic Rats," and "Ultrastructural 
Changes in Rat Alveolar Macrophages 
Exposed to Oxides of Copper and 

Cadmium" (Drs. Migally and 

Zambernard); and "Absorptive Struc­

tures of the Mouse Yolk Sac 

Ple~enta and Associated Placental 





•••DR. REAM and DR. SCOTT, 

"Retained Placentas in a Colony of 







•••R. BRYAN ROBERTS, M.D., 

Professor and Chairman, presented 

"Control of Pain in Cancer 

Patients" at the Physician Display 





The following members of the 

Biological Chemistry faculty pre­

sented papers at the Federation of 

American Societies for Experimental 





•••GERALD M. ALTER, Ph.D., 

Assistant Professor, "Effects of 

Crystallization on the Activity of 





•••PARKE FLICK, Ph.D., Assistant 

Professor, "Messenger RNA for Rat 

Liver Fatty Acid Synthetase: 

Isolation, Translation, and Synthe­





••• EARL H. HARRISON, Ph.D., 

Assistant Professor, "The Plasma 

Membrane of Rat Lymphocytes as 





••• I.M. LEFFAK, Ph.D., Assistant 

Professor, "Assembly of Semihistone 

A24 Studied by Density Labeling." 

•••LAWRENCE J. PROCHASKA, Ph.D., 

Assistant Professor, "Chemical 

Labeling Studies on Beef Heart 

Mitochondrial Cytochrome c Oxidase 

Lacking Subunit III." ­
•••PARTAB T. VARANDANI, Ph.D., 





tion, and Bioactivity of Insulin in 

Primary Cultured Rat Hepatocytes: 

The Role of Membrane SH/SS Groups 

and Metabolic Energy" (co-authored 

by RUTH M. DARROW, Fels Senior 

Research Assistant, and MARY ANN 

NAFZ, Fels Senior Research Assis­

tant) ••• Also, Dr. Varandani pre­





ase in Rat Liver Microsomes" (with 





•••DR. ALTER presented "Effects of 

Crystallization on the Activity of 

Porcine Heart Cyto-Malate Dehydro­

genase" at Case Western University 

School of Medicine, May 11 • 

•••DR. FLICK, "Novel Application of 

Affinity Chromatography with Chao­

tropic Elution from Blue Dextran­





Dehydrase from Eseher>iehia coli," 

Journal of Biochemical and 

Biophysical Methods (1981) •••Also, 

Dr. Flick presented "Studies on the 

Regulation of Rat Liver Fatty 

Synthetase" at Case Western Reserve 





•••DR. LEFFAK presented "Chromatin 

Assembly" to the Cold Spring Harbor 





•••DANIEL T. ORGANISCIAK, Ph.D., 

Associate Professor, "Rod Outer 

Segment Lipid-Opsin Ratios in the 

Developing Normal and Retinal 

Dystrophic Rat" (co-authored by 

ANNE L. KOU, Graduate Student, and 

HIG-MIN WANG, Research Associate), 

Experimental Eye Research (1982) ••• 

Also, Dr. Organisciak presented 

"The Effects of Age, Light and 

Retinal Dystrophy on Glutathione 

and Ascorbate Levels in the Rat 

Retina" (co-authored by Ms. Kou and 

Mr. Wang) at the National Meeting 

for the Association for Research in 

Vision and Ophthalmology, Sarasota, 

Florida, May 1-5. 

•••MINOCHER REPORTER, Ph.D., 

Adjunct Associate Professor, pre­

sented "Metallothioneins and 

Related Proteins in Animal and 
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Plant Cells," WSU SOM, May 21. 
CANCER ACTIVITIES 
•••CHARLENE T. LUCIANI, Assistant 
Director, was recently appointed 
Chairman of the State Cancer 
Control Consortium of Ohio 
Education Committee and Co-Chairman 
of the State CCCO Cancer 
Information Committee. 
COMMUNITY MEDICINE 
The following members of the 
Department of Community Medicine 
participated in the 53rd Annual 
Scientific Meeting of the Aerospace 
Medical Association, Bal Harbour, 
Fla., May 10-13: KENNETH N. BEERS, 
M.D., Associate Professor (Commun­
ity Medicine and Family Practice); 
PAUL BUCHANAN, M.D., Associate 
Clinical Professor; JAMES S. LOGAN, 
M.D., Resident Instructor, Aero­
space Medicine; IRENE LONG, M.D., 
Resident Instructor, Aerospace 
Medicine; STANLEY R. MOHLER, M.D., 
Professor (and Director, Aerospace 
Medicine Residency Program); and 
JAMES R. POPPLOW, M.D., Jr., Resi­
dent Instructor, Aerospace Medi­
cine, and second-year aerospace 
medicine resident. 
•••DR. BEERS chaired a panel on 
"Air Traffic Controller Stress" ••• 
Also, Dr. Beers presented "The 
Total Fitness Lifestyle Program at 
WSU SOM" with James W. Dooley, 
Ph.D., Assistant Professor of HPR. 
•••DR. BUCHANAN presented 
"Emergency Medical Procedures and 
Disaster Planning at the Kennedy 
Space Center" at the Space Medicine 
Luncheon. 
•••DR. LOGAN presented "The 
Non-invasive Assessment of Cardiac 
Function as Modified by G Suit 
Inflation," and co-authored "The 
Impedance Cardiogram with and with­
out G Suit Inflation." 
•••DR. LONG presented "Needed Areas 
of Research on the Sickle Cell 
Trait in Aircrew Members" at the 
annual business meeting. 
•••DR. MOHLER discussed "An 
Overview of the Air Traffic Con­
troller Health Problem." 
•••DR. POPPLOW presented 
"Cardiopulmonary Responses to 
Lateral and Vertical Acceleration" 
and co-authored ·~he Influence of 
Gy and Gz Forces on Biodynamic 
Measurement" and "Performance 
Effects Resulting from a Complex 
G Experiment." 
EMERGENCY MEDICINE 
•••MARK L. DEBARD, M.D., Assistant 
Clinical Professor (Emergency Medi­
cine and Family Practice), pre­
sented "Radiation Emergencies" at 
the Emergency Medicine Section, 
Ohio State Medical Association 
Meeting, Dayton, May 3•••Dr. DeBard 
also served as Course Director and 
Presiding Officer for the Emergency 
Medicine Section. 
•••GLENN C. HAMILTON, M.D., 
Associate Professor and Chairman, 
presented "Coagulation Disorders" 
as Visiting Professor at the 
Abraham Lincoln School of Medicine, 
Emergency Medicine Residency Pro­
gram, Chicago, Apr. 8••• Dr. Hamil­
ton was elected as a member-at­
large to the National Board of 
Directors of the Society of 
Teachers of Emergency Medicine 
(STEM), and was selected as 
Chairman of the Consultation 
Committee and the "Library for 
Emergency Physicians" Development 
Committee at their Annual Meeting 
in Salt Lake City, Apr. 
12-17 •••Also, Dr. Hamilton 
presented "Brain Resuscitation" at 
the Emergency Medicine Section, 
Ohio State Medical Association 
meeting, Dayton, May 3. 
• •• CARL JELENKO, III, M.D., 
Professor, was recently honored by 
the Ohio Board of Regents Paramedic 
Advisory Committee for his service 
to that committee•••Designed by the 
Department this year in honor of 
Dr. Jelenko, he presented the first 
Carl Jelenko, III, M.D., Award for 
Academic Excellence to John B. 
McCabe, M.D., on June 18••• in 
October Dr. Jelenko will receive 
the James D. Mills Outstanding 
Contribution to Emergency Medicine 
Award in recognition of his "sig­
nificant contributions to organized 
emergency medicine" and including 
his service as associate editor of 
Annals of Emergency Medicine. 
• • • NORMAN SCHNEIDERMAN, M.D., 

Assistant Clinical Professor, 

presented "Dizziness and Vertigo" 

at the Emergency Medicine Section, 

Ohio State Medical Association 





••• CARL JENKINS, M.D., D.Sc., 

Assistant Clinical Professor, 

participated as a faculty member 

of the World Symposium on 

Traditional Medicine, N.Y., 

Mar. 19-28 •••Dr. Jenkins pre­
1 sented a Workshop for Beginners 
in Pain Control--Endorphins and 
Analgesia, a Practical Acupunc­
ture Course, and chaired a 
Scientific Session. 
•••MUKUNDA D. MUKHERJEE, M.D., 
Associate Professor (Family Prac­
tice and Pediatrics), "Clinical 
Manifestation of Zinc Deficiency" 
(co-authored by A. TIBER, M.D., 
Associate Clinical Professor), 
American Family Physician Journal 
• ••Dr. Mukherjee presented "Final 
Report on Zinc Nutrition and Feto­
Maternal Complications in Humans" 
and "Fetal Weight and Obstetric 
Care" and chaired the "Clinical 
and Behavioral Aspects of Obesity" 
section at the North American 
Primary Care Research Group Annual 
Meeting, Columbus, May 18-22. 
•••AL PAINTER, M.S., Instructor 
(Postgraduate Medicine and Contin­
uing Education; and Family Prac­
tice), and JOHN R. RUDISILL, Ph.D., 
Assistant Professor (Psychiatry and 
Family Practice), "Physician Life­
Style Management: A Selective for 
First-Year Medical Students," 
Journal of Medical Education, May 
(1982) •••Also, Dr. Rudisill pre­
sented "The Physician as a Family 
Member" at the Ohio State Family 
Practice Residents' Association 
meeting in Columbus, May 22 • 
•••HERBERT P. STELLING, M.D., 
Associate Professor, presented "In 
Search for a Valid Colorectal 
Cancer Screening Method: Immuno­
logical Testing for Pathological 
Occult Blood in Feces" at the North 
American Primary Care Research 
Group Annual Meeting, Columbus, 
May 18-22. 
•••GORDON S. WALBROEHL, M.D., 
Assistant Professor, ·~ Visit with 
an English G.P." Ohio State Medical 
Journal (1982) •••Dr. Walbroehl and 
CHARLES W. SMITH, JR., M.D., 
Assistant Professor, served as 
moderators for the North American 
Primary Care Research Group Annual 
Meeting, Columbus, May 18-22 • 
HEALTH SCIENCES LIBRARY 
•••MARY ANN HOFFMAN, M.A., 
Coordinator of Special Collections 
and Services and Acting Librarian, 
Health Sciences Library, presented 
a 'Workshop: Disaster Preparedness 
and Your Archives" at the Midwest 
Archives Conference, Chicago, 
May 8. 
MEDICINE 
•••AMIR S. ALI, M.D., Assistant 
Clinical Professor (and Chief, 
9 
Nephrology Section, Dayton VA 
Medical Center), and FARIDA BAIG, 
M.D., Assistant Clinical Professor 
(and Chief, Hemodialysis, Dayton VA 
Medical Center), "Nutritional 
Implications in CAPD", Contemporary 
Dialysis, March (1982). 
••• SATYENDRA C. GUPTA, M.D., 
Associate Clinical Professor (and 
Chief of EKG and Noninvasive 
Cardiovascular Laboratories, Dayton 
VA Medical Center), and JAMES T. 
TAGUCHI, M.D., Professor (and 
Chief, Medical Service, Dayton VA 
Medical Center), "Pacemaker Cathe­
ter Induced Systolic Murmur," 
Angiology, Apr. (1982). 
•••CHARLES B. PAYNE, JR., M.D., 
Associate Professor, presented 
"Hemoptysis" at the Ohio Chapter of 
the American College of Chest 
Physicians Annual Meeting, Sawmill 
Creek Lodge, Apr. 30-May 2 •••Also, 
Dr. Payne presented "Tuberculosis: 
Current Epidemiology and Case 
Finding" and "Tuberculosis: 
Current Therapy" at the Ohio Valley 
Physicians Conference on Pulmonary 
Disease '82, St. Clairsville, Ohio, 
May 6. 
•••DIETMAR V. TRULZSCH, M.D., 
Assistant Clinical Professor, pre­
sented his studies on Z-Protein to 
the Medical College of Wisconsin, 
Milwaukee, May 3. 
MEDICINE IN SOCIETY 
•••MARSHALL B. KAPP, J .D., M.P. H., 
Assistant Professor, "Non-Treatment 
of the Terminally Ill Incompetent 
Patient: Ohio Adds Its Blessing," 
Dayton Medicine, March (1982); and 
"A New Way of Teaching Medical 
Students About the Law," American 
College of Physicians Observer, May 
(1982) •••Dr. Kapp presented "Inter­
disciplinary Health Law Teaching" 
at the American Society of Law and 
Medicine Health Law Teachers Con­
ference, Boston, June 11 •••Also, 
Dr. Kapp was recently appointed a 
member of the Editorial Board of 
the Florida Bar Journal. 
MICROBIOLOGY & IMMUNOLOGY 
• • • RANDALL A. SMITH, Ph.D., 
Assistant Professor, "Transfer 
of Salmonella Resistance and 
Delayed Hypersensitivity with 
Murine-Derived Transfer Factor," 
Infection and Immunity, April 
(1982). 
NEUROLOGY 
••• SAMUELE. PITNER, M.D., 
Professor and Chairman, presented 
"Medical Treatment of the Central 
Nervous System" at the annual 
nurses symposium, Montgomery County 
Unit, American Cancer Society, 
Dayton, Feb. 23-24 •••Also, 
Dr. Pitner received the National 
Multiple Sclerosis Society's Hope­
chest Award at the annual meeting 
of the Western Ohio Chapter, Day­
ton, Mar. 30 •••Dr. Pitner and 
LENORA GRAY, M.D., Associate Clin­
ical Professor and Co-Directors of 
the Multiple Sclerosis Clinic, have 
been named to the Medical Advisory 
Board of the Western Ohio Chapter. 
OPHTHALMOLOGY 
••• JOHN D. BULLOCK, M.D., Associate 
Clinical Professor, presented 
"Pseudo-Orbital Cellulitis" at the 
Orbital Society Meeting, San 
Antonio, Mar. S; and "Socket Recon­
struction with Dermal Fat Graft," 
"Electronic Tonometry in Orbital 
Diagnosis," and "Diagnosis and 
Management of Orbital Cysts," at 
the Midwest Ophthalmic Plastic 
Reconstructive and Orbital Sur­
gery Seminar, Indiana University 
School of Medicine, Indianapolis, 
Mar. 12-13 •••Also, Dr. Bullock 
presented "Ophthalmology and Sys­
temic Disease" as a visiting lec­
turer at the Manhattan Eye, Ear, 
and Throat Hospital, N.Y., Apr. 2, 
and at the Miami County Medical 
Society Meeting, Piqua, Apr. 6••• 
Dr. Bullock has been accepted in 
the American Society for Laser 
Medicine and Surgery. 
PATHOLOGY 
•••LUDOLPH H. VAN DER HOEVEN, M.D., 
Ph.D., Clinical Professor (and 
Director of Laboratory Medicine, 
Good Samaritan Hospital), was 
elected President of the Ohio 
Society of Pathologists for 1982-83 
at the Spring OSP Meeting, Dayton, 
May 4. 
PEDIATRICS 
••• RICHARD C. JUBERG, M.D., Ph.D., 
Professor, has been certified in 
Clinical Genetics and Clinical 
Cytogenetics by the American Board 
of Medical Genetics • 
••• STEPHEN L. NEWMAN, M.D., 
Assistant Professor and Director, 
Division of Pediatric Gastroenter­
ology, presented "A Multidis ci­
plinary Approach to Nutritional 
Support of the Hospitalized 
Patient" at the annual scientific 
meeting, Ohio Valley Section, 
Airerican Association for Clinical 
Chemistry, June S•••Also, 
Dr. Newman has been named Reviewer 
for the Journal of Pediatric 
Gastroenterology and Nutrition. 
•••MEINHARD ROBINOW, M.D., Clinical 
Professor, ''Robinow' s Syndrome: 
Partial Primary Hypogonadism in 
Pubertal Boys with Persistence of 
Micropenis," American Journal 
of Disease of Children, April 
(1982); "Standards for Limb Bone 
Length Ratios in Children," Radi­
ology, May (1982) and "Syndactyly 
Type V," American Journal of Medi­
cal Genetics, May (1982) ••• Also, 
Dr. Robinow has been certified in 
Clinical Genetics by the American 
Board of Medical Genetics. 
• •• ALEX F. ROCHE, M.D., Ph.D., 
D.Sc., Fels Professor, "Blood 
Pressure, Body Composition, and 
Fat Tissue Cellularity in Adults," 
Hypertension (1982); "Fels Research 
Institute, Studies in Growth and 
Genetics" and ''Human Biology 
Council, 1981," International 
Association of Human Biologists 
Newsletter (1982); "Ridge Regres­
sions to Estimate Body Density and 
Their Serial Errors" (co-authored 
by DEBABATRA MUKHERJEE, Ph.D., 
Fels Biostatistician), American 
Journal of Physical Anthropology 
(1982); "Long-term Changes in 
Obesity-related Variables," Ameri­
can Journal of Clinical Nutrition 
(1982); and concluding remarks, 
"Adolescent Growth in Non-Human 
Primates" Symposium, Human Biology 
(1982) •••Dr. Roche presented ''Ridge 
Regressions to Estimate Body Den­
sity and Their Serial Errors" at 
the Annual Meeting of the American 
Association of Physical Anthropolo­
gists, Eugene, Oregon, Apr. 1, and 
chaired the "Primate Growth and 
Development" session at the same 
meeting. 
PHARMACOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY 
••• ROBERT GARDIER, Ph.D., Professor 
(and Director of the Group in Toxi­
cology and General Pharmacology), 
presented opening remarks at the 
12th Annual Nursing Seminar, Mont­
gomery County Unit, American Cancer 
Society, Dayton, Feb. 23-24. 
PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND 
REHABILITATION 
••• WATSON PARK.ER, M.D., Associate 
Professor, has been named to the 
Medical Advisory Board of the 
Western Ohio Chapter, National 
Multiple Sclerosis Society. 
PHYSIOLOGY 
•••P.K. BAJPAI, Ph.D., Adjunct 
Professor, will act as a Consul­













California for various biocom­
patibility and toxicity studies. 
••• MARGARET M. MULLINS, Ph.D., 
Assistant Professor, presented 
"Adrenal Cortex and Aldosterone in 
Body Fluid Homeostasis in Newborn 
Rats" at the Federation of American 
Societies for Experimental Biology, 
New Orleans, Apr. 20. 
•••NOELS. NUSSBAUM, Ph.D., 
Associate Professor, ·~n in vitro 
study of Articular Cartilage: 
Proteoglycan Biosynthesis and 
Cellular Proliferation" and "The 
Effect of Hydrocortisone on Radio­
sulfate Uptake and Distribution by 
Chondrocytes in vitro," Trans­
actions Orthopaedic Research 
Society (1982). 
••• THOMAS J. SERNKA, Ph.D., 
Associate Professor, "Antiabsorp­
tive Effects of 16, 16 Dimethyl 
Prostaglandin E2 in Isolated Rat 
Colon" (co-authored by RICHARD P. 
ROOD, M.D., Class of '82), 
Prostaglandins, Mar. (1982). 
POSTGRADUATE MEDICINE AND 
CONTINUING EDUCATION 
••• STEPHEN E. PETERSON, Ph.D., 
Assistant Professor (and Head, 
Residency Education Services), and 
A.E. RODIN, M.D., Professor and 
Chairman (and Professor of 
Pathology), presented "Effective­
ness of CME" at the Ohio State Med­
ical Association Seminar for Direc­
tors of Medical Education and Site 
Surveyors in Columbus, Apr. 1 ••• 
Dr. Rodin discussed "The Relation­
ship Between Graduate and Continu­
ing Medical Education" at the same 
meeting••• Also, Dr. Rodin presented 
"The Elements of the CME Site Sur­
vey" at the annual CME Workshop, 
New Jersey Medical Society, 
Lawrenceville, May 5; and "The 
Medical Writings on Arthur Conan 
Doyle" at the Annual Meeting of 
the American Osler Society, 
Philadelphia, Apr. 21 •• he was 
elected to the Board of Governors 
of the Society at the same meeting. 
PSYCHIATRY 
••• ARNOLD ALLEN, M.D., Professor 
and Chairman, received an award for 
outstanding service and leadership 
as one of the founding staff of 
Eastway Community Mental Health 
Center at their 25th Anniversary 
Dinner, Apr. 14. 
••• JOAN BARRON, R.N., M.N., 
Assistant Clinical Professor, pre­
sented "Family Therapy" at the 
Miami Valley Hospital School of 
Nursing, Mar. 12; and "Assessment 
Tool for Post-Vietnam (Traumatic) 
Stress Syndrome" at the Third 
Annual Research Day in Nursing, 
University of Cincinnati, Apr. 26. 
•••JAMES FRASER, Ph.D., Assistant 
Clinical Professor, "Handling the 
Emotional Response to Disaster: The 
Case for American Red Cross­
Communi ty Mental Health Collabora­
tion," Community Mental Health 
Journal, Winter (1981) • 
•••ABRAHAM HELLER, M.D., Professor 
(Psychiatry and Community Medicine) 
authored book chapter and co-edited 
Deinstitutionalization in Mental 
Health. The Mountains and Valleys 
are Mine: A Symposium on Rural 
Mental Health. Edited by Thomas 
Cassidy, M.D., Marshall Gordon, 
M.s.w., and Abraham Heller, M.D. 
Ridgewood, N.Y.: Bren-Tru Press 
(1981) •••Dr. Heller chaired and 
presented a panel entitled "Chronic 
Resistant Schizophrenia at 
Creedmor" at the Annual Meeting of 
the American Psychiatric Associa­
tion, Toronto, May 20 •••Also, 
Dr. Heller was an Evaluator at the 
Paper Session on "Issues in 
Forensic Psychiatry" at the same 
meeting• 
•••JEANNE LEMKAU, Ph.D., Assistant 
Professor, presented "The Role of 
Self-Esteem" and "Fostering Self­
Esteem" during the Well Awareness 
Series, Mercy Medical Center, May 
19 ••• she presented the same topics 
1 to the hospital staff on May 26. 
•••LT. COL. Robert Reynes, Ph.D., 
Assistant Clinical Professor, pre­
sented "Self Psychology" at the 
Miami Valley Psychological Associ­
ation meeting, Dayton, Apr. 7. 
••• JOHN R. RUDISILL, Ph.D., 
Assistant Professor (Psychiatry and 
Family Practice), presented "Adol­
escent Issues" at the Eastway/Human 
Resources Initiatives, Dayton, Apr. 
2; "Stress Management" workshop at 
the Kentucky State University, Apr. 
7, and at Greene County Social 
Services, May 21. 
• •• SANDRA B. SEXSON, M.D., 
Assistant Professor (Psychiatry and 
Pediatrics), co-authored a chapter 
entitled ''Research on the Concept 
of the 'Borderline' Psychotic 
Child" in Three Further Clinical 
Faces of Childhood, edited by 
E. James Anthony and Doris Gilpin, 
Spectrum Publication, N.Y. (1981). 
•••HOSHE TOREM, M.D., Associate 
Professor, reviewed the book 
"Ps chosomatic" or "Somatopsychic"; 
Benefits and Risks of the "Either 
Or" Model for Contemporary Psychi­
atry, Mar. (1982) •••Dr. Torem 
presented "Paradoxical Therapy of 
Pseudoseizures" at the Continuing 
Medical Education Program on 
Pseudoepilepsy - The Clinical 
Aspects of Pseudoseizures, Cleve­
land Clinic, Mar. 24-25, "Hypnosis 
Induction Techniques" at the Spring 
Meeting of the Cincinnati Hypnosis 
Society, Florence, Ky., Apr. 17; 
and "Coping with Stress" to the 
Dayton Chapter of Make Today Count, 
April 27. 
RADIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
•••VAL DUNN, M.D., Assistant 
Clinical Professor, ''Mediastinal 
Mass in a Patient with Liver 
Disease," Journal of the American 
Medical Association, Apr. 2. 
• ••GERALD GELFORD, M.D., Associate 
Clinical Professor, "Retroperi­
toneal Fibrosis and Retrosigmoid 
Stricture," Radiographic Atlas of 
Colon Disease •••Also, Dr. Gelford 
was guest lecturer at the White 
Memorial Medical Center Radiology 
Conference, speaking on roentgen 
findings, the physiologic basis in 
pulmonary edema, and left ventricu­
lar failure, Los Angeles, Mar. 19. 
•••KENNETH R. KATTAN, M.D., 
Clinical Professor, "Thick or 
Thin - That is a Question in Tomog­
raphy," Applied Radiology, Mar. I 
Apr. (1982); "Some Borderlands of 
the Cervical Spine, Part I: The 
Normal that may Appear Abnormal," 
and "Part II: The Subtle and 
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Hidden Abnormal," Skeletal Radi­
ology, Mar. (1982) •••Also, Dr. 
Kattan presented "Non-Penetrating 
Trauma of the Chest" at the 12th 
Annual Radiological Seminar, 
Dayton, VAMC, Apr. 23-24. 
SURGERY 
•••WILLIAM A. BERNIE, M.D., 
Assistant Clinical Professor; 
DAN W. ELLIOTT, M.D., Professor 
and Chairman; and THOMAS P. 
MCGLONE, M.D., Resident 
Instructor; "Survival Following 
Extended Operations for Extra­
colonic Invasion by Colon Cancer," 
Archives of Surgery, May (1982). 
••• BLAINE L. BLOCK, M.D., 
Associate Clinical Professor, 
was recently elected President­
Elect of the Ohio Society of 
Otolaryngologists. 
••• AFTAB A. BUTT, M.D., 
Assistant Clinical Professor, 
was Visiting Specialist to 
the Government of Pakistan, 
Apr. 20-May 19. 
•••RICHARD A. DEWALL, M.D., 
Clinical Professor, presented 
"Updated Current Experience 
with the Omniscience Prosthetic 
Heart Valve" to the Inter­
national Society of Cardiologists, 
Madrid, Spain, Dec. 9-11, 1981. 
••• SIDNEY F. MILLER, M.D., Associ­
ate Clinical Professor, "Ohio Pro­
fessional Liability Survey, 1981," 
Bulletin of the American College of 
Surgeons, Mar. (1982) ...Dr. Miller 
presented "Nutritional Assessment ­
An Overview," and "Nutritional Sup­
port and Nutritional Parameters as 
Indicators of Sepsis in Burn 
Patients" to the Ohio Valley Sec­
tion, American Association of Clin­
ical Chemists at their Annual 
Spring Meeting, June 5; and "Abdom­
inal Sepsis and Multiple Organ 
System Failure" at the Ohio State 
Medical Association meeting, 
Dayton, May 3•••Also, Dr. Miller 
is a member, Committee on Organiza­
tion and Delivery of Burn Care, 
American Burn Association, and par­
ticipated in the "Early Detection 
of Colorectal Cancer" panel, Ameri­
can Cancer Society, Ohio State Uni­
versity, Mar. 21; acted as Modera­
tor, Midwest Area American Cancer 
Society Leadership Development 
meeting, Columbus, Apr. 13-14; and 
was named Chairman, Colorectal 
Cancer Task Force, for the American 
Cancer Society. 
•••KENNETH H. OBERHEU, M.D., Asso­
ciate Clinical Professor, was 
recently elected President of the 
Montgomery County Heart Associa­
tion•••Dr. Oberheu is also a member 
of the Association's Board of 
Directors. 
•••RAMCHANDRA RAMNATH, M.D., Assis­


























"Body Sculpture" at the Ohio State 
Medical Association meeting in 
Dayton, May 5•••Also, Dr. Ramnath 
presented "Total Reconstruction of 
Quadricep Tendon Mechanism follow­
ing Avulsion of all Soft Tissues of 
the Lower Anterior Half of the 
Thigh" and ''Management Method of 
Total Scalp Avulsion" at the 
Longacre-Destefano Plastic and 
Reconstructive Surgical Society 
Symposium, Cincinnati, May 6-8. 
•••PETER M. SANFELIPPO, M.D., 
Associate Clinical Professor, 
"Results and Complications with 
IABP," Chest ( 1981) •••Also, Dr. 
Sanfelippo presented ·~ardiac 
Pacing - Today and the Future" and 
was Program Coordinator at the 
Mount Carmel Medical Center Depart­
ment of Cardiothoracic Surgery 
meeting, Columbus, Mar. 12. 
•••FRANKL. SHIVELY, JR., M.D., 
Clinical Professor, was recipient 
of the 1981 Distinguished Service 
Award from the Ohio Chapter of the 
American College of Surgeons. 
• ••JOACHIM H. WITTOESCH, M.D., 
Associate Clinical Professor, pre­
sented "Perianal Endometriomas" at 
the Joint Meeting, Ohio Valley 
Society of Colorectal Surgeons and 
the Ohio State University Depart­
ment of Surgery, Columbus, Mar. 
26-27 •••Also, Dr. Wittoesch moder­
ated the ·~norectal Surgery" panel 
discussion at the same meeting. 
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